MONEYWEB
ARGENTEA's solution for
E-Commerce transactions

BUY ONLINE

AMoneyWEB is Argentea's payment gateway, aimed at
E-Commerce activities and managers demanding full
control, indipendence and reliability on their web-based
incomes.

MONEYWEB

AMONEYWEB IS:
Your web-based "cash-register": easy to use,
customizable, safe.
A PCI-compliant payment Gateway.
Visa (Verify by Visa) and Mastercard (Mastercard
Secure Code) compliant for the management and
authentication of the credit card's owner information.
Banking institutions independent: the store can relate
directly to the credit card's Acquirers, without needing
the bank's meditation.

CVV2 management enabled and also supports M.O.T.O.
transactions (mail or phone orders).
Argentea: professional and high-end customer service,
guaranteed 7 days a week.

ARGENTEA IS CERTIFIED

UNI EN ISO 9001:2009 (società DNV).
Coban 405010 Microcircuito - Protocollo CB2

HOW AMONEYWEB WORKS
AmoneyWEB is a payment gateway
(or portal): its main functionality is
to manage payments carried out by
users on e-commerce websites.

MULTILINGUAL INTERFACE:italian, english,
german.

MAILING SERVICE NOTIFICATIONS OF
MEANINGFUL EVENTS (transactions'
approval or denial, ect.)

MAIL

BANCA

Whenever a customer selects a
product to purchase and then
proceeds to the checkout page, he
will be redirected to Argentea's
secure sever. He will then insert
his secure credit card information,
which will be sent back to the store
upon the successful completion of
the transaction, redirecting the user
to the store's web-site(the whole
operation lasts but few seconds).
Simultaneously, the deposit request
is forwarded to the store-selected
banking circuits.
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BACK OFFICE ENVIRONMENTsimple and
intuitive.

Amoney Web is based on an
extremely evolved anti-fraud
system, available 24 hours a day
to its customers and allows direct
interaction with the credit cards'
providers: it was designed to offer
the highest possible customization
potential and use functionality.

MOBILE PAYMENT:The virtual store can
memorize a customer's credit card's Pan
in a safe environment, to then reuse it
during subsequent payments based on the
customer's login info (e.g. User / Password)
without requiring the re-entering of the
card's pin number.
MONEYWEB

EFFORTLESS INTEGRATION:The interface
specifications allow for an effortless and
quick integration into the AmoneyWEB
interface.
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